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Kodak Info Input Solution v6
Outstanding Distributed Capture  
& Workflow Optimization Solution

Digital transformation has a first mile problem. Even though we have become 
proficient in automating information-based processes once that information is in 
digital form, a lot of these processes begin when paper-based information arrives at 
one of several locations. A lot of time and effort goes into preparing and adding paper-
based information into these automated processes—Kodak Info Input Solution v6 
fixes this problem. The solution enables businesses to automate processes at the 
point of capture, eliminating the need to centralize document capture processes to a 
single physical location and freeing workers from manual sorting, image processing, 
data extraction, file naming, document conversion, routing tasks, and more.

“Kodak Info Input Solution v6 doesn’t just reduce the amount of time workers spend 
processing paper documents, it eliminates a lot of the mistakes that can break 
automated processes further downstream,” said Lee Davis, Associate Director 
of Software/Scanners at Keypoint Intelligence. “Humans are notoriously bad at 
menial, repetitive data entry tasks. This version of the solution leverages automated 
document classification, image enhancement, and OCR/ICR/OMR technology to 
remove people from the parts of the equation where they make the most mistakes.”

Kodak Info Input Solution v6 has claimed 
the Buyers Lab (BLI) 2021 Pick Award for 
Outstanding Distributed Capture & Workflow 
Optimization Solution from Keypoint Intelligence 
thanks to its…

• Intuitive, easy user experience

• Driverless scanning with the 
company’s S3000 devices

• Visual classification that automatically 
recognizes and separates documents, 
then extracts specific information 
based on type

• Extract and redact data from Word 
and Excel files as if they were a PDF

• Advanced Forms Designer optimizes 
indexing processes
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For almost 60 years, clients in the digital imaging industry have relied on Keypoint 
Intelligence for independent hands-on testing, lab data, and extensive market research 
to drive their product and sales success. Keypoint Intelligence has been recognized as the 
industry’s most trusted resource for unbiased information, analysis, and awards due to 
decades of analyst experience. Customers have harnessed this mission-critical knowledge 
for strategic decision-making, daily sales enablement, and operational excellence—
improving business goals and increasing bottom lines. With a central focus on clients, 
Keypoint Intelligence continues to evolve as the industry changes by expanding offerings 
and updating methods, while intimately understanding and serving manufacturers’, 
channels’, and their customers’ transformation in the digital printing and imaging sector.

About Keypoint Intelligence 

Document Imaging Software Picks stand alone in the industry and are hard-earned 
awards as they are based on rigorous testing, including evaluation of key attributes such 
as features, usability, and value. Each product that passes its lab test earns a Platinum, 
Gold, Silver, or Bronze rating, with the best performers qualifying as Pick contenders.

About Buyers Lab Software Pick Awards
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